
NEW HOPE 
DESIGN PATTERN 3840
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DRESS PATTERN 
NOT  TO SCALE. 
FOR ILLUSTRATION 
PURPOSES ONLY. 

WAIST
 
CINTURA

8     33 1/2"   85CM
10   33 1/2"   87.5CM
12   36"        91.5CM
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New pattern MULTI- SIZE
The easy way to fit your pattern

Women recovering from their operations are taught how 
to make dresses from simple patterns like this one. Many 
women arrive at the hospital wearing nothing but dirty 
blankets. The dress means they have clean fresh clothing 
for their return home.

Putting on a new dress symbolises their new found 
confidence - it is this moment more than any other when 
they feel their dignity and health have been restored.  

The tailoring skills the women learn can also earn 
them a living when they return home. This pattern is 
a reminder of the moment of joy as a woman makes 
and wears her new dress for the first time. 

*  If you adjust the front of the pattern, be sure to make the same 
change to the back.

*  

*    Asegúrese de ajustar las piezas del patrón que se cose a  
piezas has ajustado. Por ejemplo, si ha realizado un cambio  
en el LADO FRONT1 tendrá que hacer el mismo ajuste 
al LADO BACK2 (1a) (2b)

SIDE FRONT

SIDE FRONT
 

COSTADO DEL FRENTE

FINISHED GARMENT MEASUREMENTS 
WHEN SEWN, THIS GARMENT WILL 
HAVE THE MEASUREMENTS SHOWN.

TERMINADO MEDICIONES PRENDA  
CUANDO COSIDO ESTA PRENDA 
TENDRá LA MEDIDAS INDICADAS.

What you need:
• Needle and thread

• Scissors
• Pins

• Fabric in a colour or  
pattern of your choice  
(large enough to cover  

the template)

How to:
1. Cut out the pattern  
and pin to your fabric.  

2. Carefully cut out your  
fabric around the template 

and pin pattern side together.  
3. Use a running stitch to  

sew the two pieces of 
material together  

4. Turn your  
dress inside out 

5. Take a photo of you 
and your dress and  
post, email, tweet or  

facebook it to us!

Cra ft
Activity!

#EndFistula @Ethiopiaid 

www.facebook.com/
EthiopiaidCharity

You can use this pat
tern  

to make a miniature dress, a gre
at  

activity to do with your children or 
 

grandchildren. We would love to see the 
 

finished product - Po
st, Email, Facebook  

or Tweet us a photo for o
ur Gallery of Hope. 

#G a lleryo fHope.

It would mean so much if you could als
o  

send a donation at 
the same time. 

Thank you.


